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Typical Coed Ellie Scots’ Choice; Makes Second Court Appearance

Final results from yesterday afternoon’s poll disclose that the winner of the contest for 1948 Homecoming Queen is Ellie Hagarman. A sophomore from Bexley, P. O. Box 508, Ellie was chosen in the Homecoming Court last year as an attendant to Queen Jo Garner.

As president of the Y.W.C.A. and member of the Student Senate, Ellie is well-known on campus. Her interests include the Student Symphony Club, Westminster Fellowship, and Christian among many other campus activities. Those who attended concerts given by the Westminster Symphony Orchestra recognize this capable lead in the fine section.

Last summer Ellie attended the President’s School in Chicago for training purposes, and she hopes to pursue a career in social service.

During the 1947-48 school year, she served as student representative of the local Y.W.C.A. Ellie counts last year as uneventful, for she was a junior resident at Ohio State.

Band Now Under Student’s Baton

Despite the disappointing loss of its leader last year, the 1948 Wooster Marching Band promises to be bigger and better than ever. The arrival of the new baton this fall was bound to turn over the responsibility of that section to one of the juniors of the first time in the band’s history. Harry Polley, assistant director, and director of the campus dance band have taken the baton.

Bill Murphy, is helping Harry with the field formation. Spending a good deal of time in practice, the band is well on its way of setting up some formations which reveal a real imagination.

The personnel of the band has been added so that the various freshmen. As a consequence the band now possesses two tenors (John Wilder and Dave Funky) as well as four saxes (Murieta Helvick, Joyce Eberly, Joe Grojean, and Julian Elsworth). The major shrub is a bass, and the minor shrub is a tenor Tom Snyder.

Two try-outs will be presented by the first Kibbe band this year. On October 1 the band will present one try-out to help display the array of the dress of the band. This will be followed by another try-out on October 19. The two try-outs will be conducted on the field and the try-outs will be judged by the several freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors who were3

In Memoriam
JOANNE BARNUM

Senatorials

New Plans Submitted To SFRS at 1st Section Meeting

Meeting for the first time this year, the Student Senate, composed of representatives from the Student Council, MSGA, Windows, and faculty, is the closest form of link between student and faculty in matters concerning both.

It was decided to poll student opinion regarding continuation of the G.F.R. voting program. Based last year, this inter-change of men and women between district ballot greatly benefitted both inter-change.

After discussing proposals to enlarge a greater pleasure at the Union, the Senate was given to the appointing of a new committee. The Senate is closely watching the committee.

Seniors in attendance:

- Betty Johnson from Bexley, Ohio, begins her last year with a high point experienced on the Wooster Campus. Her WGPA is 2.5.

The Wooster campus, which is known as a musical campus, is breaking all records of high points this year.

Soloists, Quartets, Concerts, and Soloists are being planned for the final week of February. The exact week will be announced as soon as possible.

To employ the Y.W.C.A. and members of the Student Body.
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After The Wind by Jack Bobbitt

Fashion is a form of art. It is something that cannot be altered after it is made. What's so final about it? In Wooster, a character defining convention, there is a new twist. Perhaps the most fashion-conscious of the past is breaking the mold. This is the comestible past, the most fashion-conscious of the past. Interestingly enough, he has something that, although in his past, is no longer part of his personal wardrobe. It is like a patch of cloth or a piece of fabric that he has kept in his wardrobe. And it is really a shame. Sounds like interesting paper at the same time.

But now you know how it goes, and you've read enough now, so you can start writing. This is not the time to read all about it; instead, break bread, the whole wide world of fashion, and see what happens. Then you'll find out the real truth.

One of the new clothes on the town is the one that you've just bought back from your local tailors, which is made. And it is really a shame. Sounds like interesting paper at the same time.

The Siskel-Shatter Tradition: Beams Legs on Boulder

by Lowell Siskel

The interest of developing a theory that there are far too many student leaders, and a profound sense of the truth behind many of our traditions. This is the final chapter of a series of articles written by several students concerning their knowledge of the Siskel-Shatter Tradition. The results were

---

M.S.G. Council Proposes

Proposed by the Council of the M.S.G. Student Government Association, an amendment to the dining penalty will soon be placed before the men of the College for ratification.

A short history is necessary to explain the reasons for the proposed last-giving before the close of school. As a result of dining offenses a penalty imposed by the M.S.G. was appealed to the S.P.R.C. for better enforcement. This body confirmed the authority of the M.S.G. and gave a directive to the food managers and enforcement officers in the Council.

The amendment brings into play two basic policies: preservation of the status of the students, and the protection of the health and comfort of those who eat food on the campus.

The proposed amendment would give the students the right to appeal a penalty to the State Board of Education. The matter would then be appealed to the State Board of Education.

The amendment does not imply that every student is to turn up, but it is contemplated that the amendment will go into effect when the situation is such that it is necessary.

The Siskel-Shatter Tradition: Beams Legs on Boulder

by Lowell Siskel

The interest of developing a theory that there are far too many student leaders, and a profound sense of the truth behind many of our traditions. This is the final chapter of a series of articles written by several students concerning their knowledge of the Siskel-Shatter Tradition. The results were
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M.S.G. Amendment

M.S.G. By-Laws, Article V, Section 1 (a)

The penalty for the use and possession of intoxicating liquor and the use and possession of cigarettes shall be a penalty of 8:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. for the first offense and 8:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. for each subsequent offense.

If the student in question is a first-time offender, both the fine will be $25.00 for the first offense and $50.00 for each subsequent offense.

The fine may be reduced at the discretion of the administration. If the student is found guilty of the violation, the fine will be $75.00 and probation for one year for each first offense.

The penalty for a subsequent violation of this rule will be as follows:

For the offense of smoking in public, the fine will be $25.00 for the first offense and $50.00 for each subsequent offense.
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The intense football season began with a bang on the west side last week but ended last week with the Michigan-Ohio State game. The weather was cold, but not really. I understand that some alumni players were wearing heavier than necessary, (I don’t know how they caught on). Regardless of the temperature the games were played and Michigan-Ohio State was the classic contest between two competing teams to outshine each other.

The teams have entered the race this year with more than usual interest. Each team has been prepared for the season. Each game is scheduled for 4:15 Monday through Friday inclusive, with the possibility of some being played Saturday during the scheduling of time of a previous holiday.

Each man has purchased plenty of new equipment that can be used for all intersquads sports. Second, first, even, and with the bookies who make money with the games in mind are the teams.

All indicators seem to point to the fact that also could be one of the closest season’s in intersquad football. The season of those who come to watch the games will immediately to the season of the team to who can make it.

An amusing fact not to be ignored is that the league where the games will be played over. It is the design of all the games will be played and a new team will be given a different league for each game.
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Scot Fly Boys
Add to Crew
The Flying Scots, college club, held their first meeting of the new school year last week and announced plans for an extensive winter of flying. According to club president Jim Dobbs, the club's two Tecnam Tecno, tailwheel craft airplanes underwent a major overhauling in August and is in perfect condition for all types of flying.

James Davidson, Bill Pinion, Bill Johnson and Pat Koon added their names to the Scot's growing membership. Dobbs announced that they will hold for next months. One college man or woman who likes to fly or is interested in flying to fly should see Jim Dobbs or come to the next club meeting. Time of the next meeting will be announced in chapel.

NSGA Gives Final OK On Parking Permits
The NSGA now has the authority to decide questionable cases in regard to college parking application.

The Dean of Men will give permission on the usual oral and short notice which includes: students living in town, students commuting, men and women or persons working in town and thus physically handicapped.

The Dean will give permission to those involving having cars on campus for weekend use such as dances, going home or returning travel. Students should ask permissions to have any cars on campus.

MANN'S LAUNDRY
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING
An Agent in Each Dorm

HOMECOMING SOON
For pleasant surroundings and delicious food take your parents and friends to

KEENEY'S CAFETERIA
Known From Coast to Coast

WOOSTER THEATRE
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
"Fighting Father Dunne" and "Return of the Bad Men"

SUNDAY - MONDAY
RED SKELTON in "A Southern Yankee"

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
METTY GRABE in "Lady in Ermine"

MEET ME AT
BEULAH BECHTEL
Fashions of Distinction
PUBLIC SQUARE
Where You Shop for
"Fashions of Distinction"
Hans sweater hose in All New Fall Shades...

SNYDER CAMERA SHOP
East Liberty at Beverly St.

BLOUSES
to make exciting costumes with your skirts

JUDY BOND
Upper right: Jewel neckline blouse by Judy Bond. Yoke breaks at center to form a V emphasizing the screen of tucks. Washable rayon crepe beautifully finished. White, pink, black. azures or chintzes.
Sizes 32 to 38... 6.95

JOAN KENLEY
There's a small black bow at the neck of this Joan Kenley. On each side of the bottom front and around the small collar, there's lace trim. Washable rayon crepe in white only.
Sizes 32-38... 3.95

Other blouses by Alice Stuart, Swartsbauer, Opera, Patty Woodard of California and Canfield.

PEEK-A-BOO
Lace and Net
Nanne-Jean's Paris-inspired "sassy-nette". You'll like this blouse designed for partywear, with its figure like lace and not yoke, delicately stiched with fine embroidery. It features the new Paris silhouette, with its soft, draped shoulder line. In luxurious Blue-Intl Sil- daka crepe...it's wonderfully washable. Pink, blue, brown or grey with lace dyed to match perfectly.
Sizes 32-38... 3.95

FREELANDERS
IT PAYS TO BUY QUALITY

FOR MEN ONLY . . . .
This Promises To Be Hot... .
A slicker is without doubt one of the best things to own when it pours.
They're ready on second floor in Men's Store.
Men's RED SLICKERS — the darnest fire chief red you could ask for.
Sizes 36 to 42 at $8.95. Sizes 12 to 18 at $6.95.
Caps to match—some HOT shade at slight extra cost.

RE RED SLICKERS
FOR MEN ONLY . . . .
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